
Hear
better,
see 
better.



ENHANCE THE BASS
If you like thrills and have large rooms, 
complete your installation with Dimension Sub.
This additional subwoofer will provide even 
deeper bass (35Hz), and will increase the power 
handling of your installation.

FULLY IMMERSIVE 5.1 SURROUND SOUND
Dimension is an incredible sound bar offering high-definition multichannel digital surround sound for your Home-
Cinema sessions. Thanks to Dimension’s surround management system, your room’s layout has little influence on 
the fully immersive 5.1 surround sound. Thanks to the wide soundstage of more than 4m, Dimension is ideal for large 
rooms (> 50m2).

A DISCREET SOUNDBAR FOR PERFECT INTEGRATION
Dimension is an ultra-thin soundbar  (29/16”) designed for modern screens. It can easily be fitted to a wall or on a TV cabinet. 

ALUMINUM CHASSIS
Thanks to the exceptional rigidity of Dimension’s brushed aluminium mono bloc chassis, no vibrations will interfere 
with the sound.

A DISCREET AND INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
Dimension features an intuitive touch screen which can be turned on in just a wave of the 

hand, perfect for a discreet Home Cinema installation.

PLUG & PLAY
Thanks to the HDMITM CEC connectivity, you can synchronise Dimension with your TV, set-top box or Blu-ray/DVD player, 

and control the whole installation using only one remote control.

MODERN AND WIRELESS
Keeping with the times, Focal also gives you the option of connecting Dimension to a smartphone or a tablet for listening to your audio 

and video files thanks to various solutions (Universal Wireless Transmitter, Apple TV©, Airport Express©, Chromecast dongle©…)
Al

Type 5-channel soundbar Bass-reflex Subwoofer

Speaker drivers
5 ultra-flat speaker-drivers made of 
paper cones - 315/16" (10cm)

2 elliptical woofers 
8"x3" (20cm x 8cm)

Integrated amplification 6-channel 450 Watts -

Frequency response
(+/- 6 dB)

50Hz - 25kHz 30Hz - 110Hz

Inputs
2 x HDMI™ (OUT/IN)
Digital Optical Toslink
Analogue 3.5 mm Jack

-

Subwoofer outputs Dimension Sub Out: Powered output 
dedicated to Dimension Sub
Sub Line Out: Low-Level output 
compatible with all amplified 
subwoofers

-

Soundbar (WxDxH)
451/4x41/2x41/2" (115.5 x11.5 x11.5cm)
(on furniture)

451/4x1213/16x41/2" (115.5x32.5x11.5cm)

Soundbar (WxDxH)
451/4x29/16x515/16" (115.5 x 6.5 x14.7cm)
(wall mounted)

451/4x161/8x41/2" (115.5x41x11.5cm)

Weight 12lbs (5,5kg) 31lbs (14kg)
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INNOVATIVE ACOUSTICS
Dimension features five identical ultra-flat patented speaker drivers for optimal timbre coherence over the whole 
listening area, and their high efficiency provides amazing definition. Enjoy clear, natural-sounding dialogues, and 
discover the slightest details of your soundtracks.



TITANIC
Focal, French manufacturer and designer, is recognized as a 
world leader in the design and manufacturing of loudspeakers 
for the home, speaker drivers for the car but also monitoring 
speakers for recording studio and headphones.

Building on 35 years of expertise when it comes to the expec-
tations of music and home-cinema fans in terms of sound,  
Focal infuses its acoustic know-how into a new sound object: the 
soundbar Dimension. 

We were very quick to notice that most soundbars try to seduce 
consumers by combining a compact design with adequate sound 
power, even if it means forsaking clarity and neutrality of dia-
logues. Easy to install and use, innovative and distinctive by 
its acoustic design, Dimension goes further and provides flat 
screens with real power, excellent audio quality and a perfect 
integration. 

Due to constant technological advances, Focal-JMlab® reserves its right to modify prices and specifications without notice. Non-binding pictures-Photos L’Atelier Sylvain Madelon.
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Dimension will change your home movie experience forever. It is an elegant soundbar solution that delivers a rich and 
enveloping performance, stylishly blending into your living space. Focal’s 35 years of acoustical excellence ensures that 
Dimension offers punchy and detailed sound, faithfully reproducing the soundtrack to truly immerse you in the action. 
Discover Sound that is larger than life!
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